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Welcome to 2014, the year that marks the 20th anniversary of South

The good news is that this is going to make brands work a hell of a

This doesn’t mean SA will abandon its thing for bling. Materialism will

Africa’s democracy. This year is the first time the ‘born frees’ (those people

lot harder to win consumer trust and loyalty. Brands that understand

continue to rise, but we’ll all start to question meaning. Life’s short — we’ll

born after 1994) will vote in a national election, and pundits say that the

that consumers are people, and that people appreciate psychological

remember that. And we’ll want to do what counts, experience life more, and

ANC can expect its toughest toll at the polls yet. Expect fractious faction

visibility, will thrive. Think social: social media, social responsibility, social

contribute. We’ll reward brands that mirror these values.

fighting, because elections heighten tensions, and the 2014 elections will

connectedness. The customer isn’t just king — he’s a fickle despot with a

be the most highly contested in SA’s democratic history.

penchant for tantrums and voting with his feet.

Political uncertainty isn’t good for business, brands or consumers. Typically

The terrain will open spaces for smaller and emerging brands that truly

and truths from mere trifles. By discerning what currents are crucial, and

it translates into more conservative behaviour — advertisers take less risks

connect to people. Ditto for local brands and neighbourhood products.

how your brand should capitalise on them.

while consumers (already burdened by indebtedness) could spend less.

2014 is the year we go shopping in our ‘hoods [online and in real life].

So grab 2014 by the neck and shake it for all its worth. We hope
trendMARK will help you and your brand achieve more by sorting trends

Bonne Chance.

Not exactly good news for South Africa’s economic outlook — said to be
the slowest in sub-Saharan Africa.

Big brands will need to earn their places in people’s hearts by embracing
sustainability, authenticity, relevance and right pricing. Tight times means

Mandy de Waal.

value will be scrutinised.

Writer & Consulting Editor | Mark.Lives
Twitter: @mandyldewaal
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TOOLBOX
What’s a trend? The finest definition seen since the invention of the
dictionary is that offered by über educator and web thinker Dave Duarte.
The Principal at the Ogilvy Digital Marketing Academy and Trustee at Mxit
Reach uses comparison to explain what a trend is. By separating trends

5

from mere trifles and enduring truths, Duarte offers a clear lens for what
trends are and how to view them in a branding or business sense.

TRIFLES:

TRENDS:

TRUTHS:

“Flighty and fashionable, trifles are the candyfloss of social media

“Easily distinguished from trifles by their staying power and ability to

“All trends are underpinned by a fundamental truth or enduring

or technology, and have as much staying power as cotton candy left

influence commerce and culture, trends are notable for their ability

reality that is sustainable. The truth about social media is that

out in the rain. A great example of this were Flooz and Beenz which

to affect consumer behaviour. The sharing of photographs, stories,

people are collaborative animals and live in a communal world

were some kind of internet currency that was completely divorced

diaries, opinions and other personal data online is a massive trend.

where they desire to share experience and more. This isn’t a truism

from real world money. People love cold hard cash and symbolic

Millions of people across the world are doing this on YouTube,

but is a truth that has been scientifically proven and recorded in

variants of the likes of Kenya’s M-Pesa which delivers convenience

Facebook and Twitter, and there are thousands of companies that

numerous anthropological, social and psychological studies. People’s

and easy access to banking in a country where the unbanked used

underpin the technology that enables this sharing. It’s likely that

need to connect with each other is almost as great as the survival

to struggle to transfer funds. Unlike Beenz and Flooz, M-Pesa

social media is a trend that will shape the way people do business,

instinct. Combine this powerful natural driver with web-based tools to

represents the real thing, rather than some sort of Monopoly

communicate and experience life for decades to come.”

enable social connection with mobile devices that connect seamlessly

currency. That’s why even though digital “currency” was at one time

to the web, and you have the makings of a major behavioural shift.

touted as the “secret sauce” of ecommerce it bombed. It wasn’t the

Business will never be the same again because technology has given

real thing and became a trifle that had absolutely no staying power.”

birth to the tools that enable the expression of this truth.”

6

What lessons can South Africa’s advertising
agencies learn from the year that was?
HERMAN MANSON offers a few.

WHAT ADLAND SHOULD
LEARN FROM 2013 IN 2014
1.

All advertising is global

2.

Integration isn’t working

Ubuntu isn’t about you

Last year, a South African agency used ‘blackface’ in a

Most of the major agency players have bought digital

Last year, it seemed like the Year of Ubuntu at the annual

TV ad. Historically, and in the United States especially,

agencies. Yet the only major agency deemed effectively

industry Loeries Award show. Of the four Grands Prix

‘blackface’ was used to create stereotyped caricatures of

integrated by its peers (in polls conducted by MarkLives

awarded, two went to campaigns with a social conscience.

black people.

over the past two years) is Ogilvy Cape Town, through a

In both instances, the judges were impressed by claims,

focus on education rather than acquisition of digital skills.

made in beautifully produced entry videos, of brands

This country doesn’t have quite the same cultural history

Interestingly, ad agency Machine is most often cited as ‘the

effecting real change.

with blackface as the US has. But, in the age of YouTube,

one to watch’ by its peers in the same polls.

advertisers need to be taking a broader and informed

In neither case did this prove true, as economic feasibility

view on what could create controversy around their

Machine was created through the combination of a digital

and agency oversell, in the one instance, and just plain

communication, globally.

and a BTL agency of roughly equal size. Both agencies

made-up nonsense, in the other, left observers, agencies

were owned by the same shareholder. Here, integration

and brands deflated after the event.

The ad made it onto AlJazeera and various international

worked because neither business could swallow the other.

content sites. Eventually, the Advertising Standards

7

3.

If a campaign claims to have a social conscience, yet - on

Authority ordered the ad, produced by Lowe Cape Town for

Buying a digital agency and keeping it alive in a silo within

the evidence available - benefits nobody as much as it does

Cape Town Fish Market, to be withdrawn — but not before

agency structures doth not an integrated agency make.

the agency, it’s shameful.

significant amounts of extremely negative publicity were

Such acquisitions can only be effectively integrated if its

inflicted on the brand.

management structure and staff are pulled in and fully
integrated into the agency.

Don’t wait for TV

4.

5.

TV campaigns are breaking online before they flight on the platform they

New satellite TV operators, some with free-to-air content strategies, are

were produced for.

going to upturn the market this year.

Here they either go viral, as did one such ad for Checkers — featuring a

OpenView HD with its new free-to-air satellite television service launched

meeting between Gordon Ramsay and Nataniël that previewed on Facebook

in October. Then there’s Sentech’s new free-to-air satellite platform,

— or they don’t, which should leave time to tweak its effectiveness before

Freevision. TopTV recently rebranded as StarSat.

TV is never going to be bigger

your expensive media plan is activated.
More broadcast licences could yet be issued as a number of players are
still waiting to hear if their applications have been successful. Expect
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ecommerce and mobile integration from these operators.
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10 Trends
for 2014 from Flux Trends
1. Retail Disruption.

2. Social Media Commerce

significant game changers for the retail industry. It is not only

commercial realm. All social media platforms start out as a

changing consumer behaviour, but also the value chains of

free service and monetising the machine once the users have

the retail industry. Initially, the dilemma of providing either an

adopted the platform is a tricky balancing act, which can elicit

on- or offline service, has now evolved into servicing a more

a backlash from its loyal users. Facebook bought Instagram for

complicated hybrid shopper. Retailers are now grappling

$1-billion, when it was two years old, had 9 employees and no

with problems like ‘showrooming’, where customers try on

revenue stream. Now with over 150 million monthly active users it

merchandise in-store but make the final purchase online.

is gearing up to sell advertising.

The rise of online shopping is proving to be one of the most

The social media landscape nudges its way towards a more

Landlords, in turn, are coming to terms with Shoppable

9

Windows: touch screens mounted on regular shop fronts that

Designer Michael Kors posted the first advertisement in

enable passers-by to browse and buy from the online inventory

November, and immediately received a mixed bag of 200 000

of a retailer who no longer needs to rent the floorspace, or

comments and likes – but like it or not, social media advertising

physically stock the merchandise. These disruptions create new

has arrived. However, Starbucks (always one step ahead) has

business models for brands and consumers while the landlords

already ventured into Social Media Commerce with a “Tweet a

are the ones left shortchanged.

coffee” service. It allows app users to buy a coffee for someone
via Twitter just by tweeting @tweetacoffee to (@recipient’s
Twitter Handle). What could be more social?
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3. Catering to the Millennial Palate

The fast food and fizzy drinks industries are doing a whole lot of
soul searching. Not only do they have to adapt to a more healthconscious public, but their next generation customer base–the
millennials–are proving to be fussier than they thought. McDonalds
is still reeling from being knocked off the top 10 list of millennial
favorite restaurants. The iconic Campbell soup company has
literally embraced the hipster within and sent its research team to
find the Holy Grail: a youth-appeasing formula. The results were
“heat and eat-on-the-go” concoctions like Chicken & Quinoa and
Spicy Chorizo soups. Coca Cola on the other hand launched a
new derivative called Coca Cola Life, also targeted specifically
to millennials. This new variant has natural sweeteners, reduced
calories and environmentally friendly packaging, with—most
notably—the iconic red label switched to green. It is becoming
clear that appealing to millennial palates is not just a taste twist,
but re-thinking the entire DNA of a brand.
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4.

The Reassurance Economy

Consumer trust is at an all time low. As consumers, and as

5.

Millennial Martyrs
(the big data backlash)

citizens, we have been bombarded with irrefutable evidence

Edward Snowden sacrificed everything for his beliefs, as did

that we’ve been consistently hoodwinked and lied to by brands,

Aaron Swartz and Chelsea (Bradley) Manning, whom TIME

financial institutions, service providers and governments. We’re

magazine called, “the Geeks Who Leak”: ‘hacktivists’ who leak

wary of the food we eat, skeptical of the sports matches and

sensitive information that they believe contravenes personal

athletes we watch, unsure of our social media privacy settings

privacy and freedom. When Manning was sentenced to 35 years

and nervous about the new world of online banking and retail.

in prison he issued this statement, “When I chose to disclose

It’s no wonder that word of mouth recommendations from family

classified information, I did so out of love for our country and a

and friends, as well as consumer opinions posted online, are

sense of duty. If you deny my request for a pardon I will serve my

the preferred methods of introducing new brands, or promoting

time knowing that sometimes you have to pay a heavy price to live

the now rare concept of brand loyalty. Trust has become

in a free society”.

a commodity, and unlike a transient advertising campaign,
building long-term trust requires a whole new brand strategy.

In a similar vein, actor Wentworth Miller outed himself as a gay

There are no quick fixes. It’s like a slow food movement for

man, publicly rejecting an invitation to attend the St. Petersburg

brands. Say hello to the Reassurance Economy. Gaining trust

International Film Festival, due to Russia’s anti-LGBT laws.

takes time, is variable and can be lost in a second.

This new breed of martyr is growing. Governments should
watch them closely, as should corporations, companies and
brands.
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Independent & smart.
It’s the new sexy.
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“Constantly connected customers, empowered by broadband connectivity and millions of apps have
turned the tables on business. The only way to keep up is to engage with them, and this increasingly
requires a compelling digital experience that adds value to people’s lives, in their context and at their
moment of need.
To compete, firms must keep a close eye on trends changing the way that they should think about
digital convergence, digital experience delivery, and how they interact with their environment through
APIs [application programming interfaces]. Digital experience delivery in particular is going to be a
make-or-break point for many firms as we move forward. It is crucial that firms realize that software
has become vital to brand impression.”

Forrester analyst, Brian Hopkins, says digital
experience will make or break brands.

ENGAGEMENT
READ MORE:

Engagement, smart systems, and nimbleness anchor the top tech trends to watch.
By Brian Hopkins at Forrester.

14

M
eaning

&

M
aterialism

Consumerism in South Africa will be characterised
by a dichotomy - a yin and a yang, if you like, of buying

15

The opposite tension will be characterised by gaining meaning
and trying to curate or collect ‘happiness’. Here experiences will

culture. South Africa’s elite and well-heeled will be pulled in

become important as people seek to invest in what heightens

two completely opposite directions. The one tension will be all

living or an understanding of life. People on this end of the

about money, status and a power that’s reflected by materialism

spectrum will invest heavily in totems of spirituality, eco-

and what this means locally. Here social status will be reflected

brands, sustainable commerce, adventure tourism and status

through the acquisition and ‘peacocking’ of über-brands, as well

symbols that seemingly enhance meaning, or what is seen to

as through obtaining the unobtainable - those rare luxuries that

be meaningful.

only a lot of money can buy.

16

20
14
The politics of
mobile news
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2014 is an election year in South Africa — and what an exciting election

break news, in Africa Facebook will be the place where news is shared

it is going to be. New political parties, fragmenting alliances, hot issues

and discussed. For the media the big question will be how to capitalise

and celebrity politics dominate news media in what will be one of the

on this.

most fiercely contested national polls since the dawn of democracy.
The political drama will be good news for media brands because this

For those people who think print is going away – it’s not. Newspapers in

will see more people consume more news media, more often - and for

South Africa will remain, and we’ll see strong support for investigative

longer periods of time. The beleaguered print industry – which has seen

media initiatives from civil society, who will continue to step in to fund

falling circulations – could make a meal of this if they offer differentiated

the breach that can’t be closed by advertising. The tabloid nature of

content, and help people to make sense of the political action.

some newspapers will persist, as some news brands seek sustainability
by growing numbers through scandal and titillation. For the rest,

The elections offer an opportunity for independent and commercial

differentiation will be crucial to growth in 2014. Individuals will continue

mass market news brands to grow market share with the right mobile

to enter the media scene, as was seen with Amazon founder, Jeff Bezos’

offerings. Vodacom advised in November that data on its network had

purchase of The Washington Post for a reported $250 million. Back

grown 79% in the past year. With data and handset prices becoming

home Anton Rupert was making eyes at The Citizen.

more affordable, people are increasingly accessing data with

News brands will be the winners during SA’s next national election. Politics will drive increased news consumption, while the surge in
data means more people are accessing content via mobile phones. Smart media brands will go mobile first, and get more friendly with
Facebook. Oresti Patricios looks at media trends for 2014.
mobile devices. Those news brands that understand what audiences

News consumers will increasingly want a read that they can’t find

network (says Google), and the adoption will rise significantly, given that

want from mobile offerings, and take a ‘mobile first’ approach, will win.

online, and will be looking for a lot more than commoditised news, when

you can’t comment on YouTube anymore if you don’t have a Google+

buying newspapers. Long-form journalism and artisanal titles will thrive.

profile. YouTube has over 800 million users which means big numbers

Facebook continues to dominate as the number one social media in

Titles like The Daily Maverick/iMaverick, Visi, The Sunday Independent,

for Google+. Smart brands like Penguin have already trialled interactive

South Africa in terms of the number and activity of users, and this

Mail & Guardian and Popular Mechanics will endure because of their

apps to make storytelling more participative and playful, using Google

won’t slow down this year. Facebook has become a key social tool for

long term commitment to quality content.

Hangouts. The future of Google+ offers greater engagement with
customers in a new kind of interactive model that mashes broadcast

South Africans in terms of accessing, sharing and discussing news.
Media brands like Beeld and Mail & Guardian have worked hard to build

On the social media side of things, Google+ has come of age. Brands

communities of interest on Facebook, and are reaping the rewards.

have become comfortable with social media, innovating campaigns on

However, media brands that win in 2014 will be those that create apps

Twitter, Facebook and Pinterest. But few have known what to do about

(or mobile sites) that acknowledge or reward user participation. While

Google+. In 2014 it will be difficult, if not impossible, to ignore Google+.

Twitter will continue to be the place where news brands (and people)

There are well over 300 million active users on the social

with a participative feedback loop.

18

Say hello to the era of liquid social media. Digital content has

Broadcast trends don’t yield good news for commercial

always been thought of as permanent – possibly because

television stations. As South Africa becomes more broadband

whatever goes online is invariably captured by Google and

rich, and data prices become more competitive, the tech savvy

becomes part of their cache, or ends up on the likes of The

and the wealthy will be looking for new entertainment options,

Wayback Machine — not to mention the bots and spiders and

and the digital sector will deliver. Already South Africans who

other machines that collect or curate content. But the way

know how are finding ways to connect to NetFlix, which has

we think of digital content is changing, thanks to the likes of

IP limitations, but is payment agnostic. The US is seeing

Snapchat, a photo-messaging service developed in 2011 by a

the beginning of a trend in cord cutting – the beginning of

couple of Stanford University students.

the beginning. In South Africa, which has more limited paytelevision choices, cord cutting will be more pronounced.

The idea behind Snapchat is that you send a short video or
photo message and once it’s been viewed by the receiver,

In 2014, the biggest question media brands will need to answer

it’s deleted off Snapchat’s server. Founder Evan Spiegel said

is what they’re doing to cater to the youth demographic. The

that he invented Snapchat because people felt compelled to

answer to this question currently is: “Not enough”. Those

manage their online identities, and that this was “taking all the

media brands that create sustainable, innovative and relevant

fun out of communicating”.

media services for youth markets have more than a good
chance of becoming ‘the next big thing’.

In 2014, the biggest question media brands will need to answer is what they’re
doing to cater to the youth demographic.

“People are living with this massive burden of managing a
digital version of themselves,” Spiegel told Forbes. Because
Snapchat is less permanent, people take greater risks when
communicating and enjoy more intimacy. From a marketing
or brand perspective liquid social media would enable a lot more

19

human and in-the-moment interactions between brands and people.
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TRUTH

“Democracy depends on citizens having reliable, accurate facts put in a meaningful context. Journalism does
not pursue truth in an absolute or philosophical sense, but it can–and must–pursue it in a practical sense. This
“journalistic truth” is a process that begins with the professional discipline of assembling and verifying facts. Then
journalists try to convey a fair and reliable account of their meaning, valid for now, subject to further investigation.
Journalists should be as transparent as possible about sources and methods so audiences can make their own
assessment of the information.”

Principles of Journalism | Pew Research Center’s Journalism Project
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REALITY
to be
ain’t what it used

The lines between the digital and the
real worlds are becoming blurred, as
technology breaks down the barriers

23

between our screens and
our environment.
By Jon Pienaar

Former Grateful Dead drummer Mickey Hart using the
Oculus Rift. The system provides a 3D image and “uses
custom tracking technology to provide ultra-low latency
360° head tracking, allowing you to seamlessly look around
the virtual world just as you would in real life. Every subtle
movement of your head is tracked in real time creating a
natural and intuitive experience.”
Photo Credit: Christopher Michel

Virtual Reality
The concept of Virtual Reality has been around for a while. But

And it’s not only for immersive gaming; it’s possible to create virtual

could this be the year that it comes into its own? Since Jaron Lanier

meetings for business, and—with the addition of haptic feedback

popularised the term in the 1980s, the idea of goggles and biofeedback

interfaces—could even allow for scenarios like a surgeon in South Africa

interaction with a virtual 3D environment has waxed and waned. Early

assisting a colleague in a different country to do a specific procedure.

systems were cumbersome and laggy — just a few minutes’ use would

Training simulation, where the idea of VR originated from, will also

leave the user nauseated or headachy. Now, with multi-core processors

become more immersive and effective.

and GPUs that Lanier only dreamed about, the technology is possible,
and it’s coming to a computer near you.

24

Glass
Google Glass has also been in the news as the first apps rolled out for
people prototyping this personalised heads-up display, that’s combined
with a voice-controlled interface. Augmented reality apps include
GPS navigation, digital photography, videography, online search and
communication. It’s all seemingly projected in the space in front of your
eyes, in a clear yet unobtrusive manner.

25

Interface
The mouse and the touchpad are history. If you thought ‘Minority Report’ was science fiction, just buy yourself a LEAP and
plug it into your Mac or PC. Then you can wave, pinch, grab and twist content on your screen using gestures in the air.
Other technologies use 3D cameras to track hand movements, but the LEAP has it down to mapping individual joints in your
fingers.

Yuriy Kozachuk, a marketing engineer in the Intel Perceptual Computing Group, uses a 3D camera
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mounted atop an all-in-one computer screen to demonstrate hand gesture control.
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THE PRICE
SUSTAINABILITY
of
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For the longest time the starting point of most businesses has been:

This makes sense because when one walks into Woolworths or Pick ‘n

“How much money can I make?” There’s nothing wrong with making

Pay there’s the expectation that these retail brands will make the right

a healthy profit, but capitalism that placed too much emphasis on

choices for us. That they are taking care of the world while putting food

shareholders and not enough of an obsession with customers,

on our plates.

employees or the environment can be blamed for the horse-meat
scandals and price-fixing collusions of 2013.
The tragedy is that business doesn’t have to be like this. It’s possible
to make money and to be ethical. In fact in the future the two are going
to go hand in hand. If you want to know how sustainability will play out
– take a look at our food chain, and at how consumers feel about what
they put in their mouths.

“The more responsible of the major supermarkets
are now making principled and cost-effective
moves to ensure the sustainability of all of the fish
they sell, to reduce the environmental footprint of
products, and to pay fair prices to farmers in poor
countries,” says Dalmeny.

Guilt-free shopping and sustainable business practices are ‘hot’
trends for 2014. About time, says SHAUNEEN PROCTER, who
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the health and welfare of people, animals and the environment.

in stores in the rapidly escalating cost of fish.
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Sustain, a global alliance of organisations that work together to promote

87% of the world’s fish stocks are overfished, and this is already showing

un

even reaches the shelf,” says Kath Dalmeny speaking on behalf of

marine life is being seriously overexploited. The report states that some

an

their supermarket to make those choices for them, before the product

United Nation’s Food and Agricultural Organisation report indicates that

va

surveyed, most shoppers say that, on key ethical food issues, they want

Sustainability is a complex issue. Let’s take fishing as an example. The
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because we literally ingest it, and rely on it for our survival. “When
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believes that these should rather be common business sense.
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This has seen it procure all its seafood from responsible farming operations,

This is in keeping with global brand trends – The Guardian reports

Trend Watch talks about this big trend for 2014 as guilt-free

and from sustainable fisheries, and its operations are certified by independent

that both Sainsbury and Unilever have integrated sustainability as

consumption. “Growing numbers of consumers can no longer escape

organisations like the Marine Stewardship Council (MSC) and the WWF-SA’s

the strategic axle of their operations. “Environmental sustainability is

an awareness of the damage done by their consumption: to the planet,

Southern African Sustainable Seafood Initiative (WWF-SASSI).

starting to be seen as more than an optional extra,” Duncan Williamson,

society, or themselves,” states Trend Watch in its report for 2014. The

a food policy manager for the World Wildlife Fund told The Guardian.

trend watchers say that consumers will seek status, but that the ‘Guilt-

For time-sensitive consumers what this means is that Woolworths is

“There are increasing numbers of businesses who are seeing the

Free Status’ will be the “ultimate indulgence in 2014.”

underscoring its position of trust by doing the right thing, and then

environment as core to their future business models.”
I’d like to think of sustainability as more of a truth than a trend. Doing

elegantly communicating this in store, and through an innovative
campaign with Masterchef Australia finalist Hayden Quinn, who is a

Back in South Africa, Bean There Coffee Company has made

good business where you grow with your producers and reward them

Fishing for the Future Ambassador.

sustainability its key differentiator, and the narrative for its brand. South

well; looking after your employees; delivering the best products and

Africa’s first roaster of Certified Fairtrade Coffee, Bean There’s founder

services to your customers; whilst simultaneously protecting the

If you buy fish at Woolworths you’ll know that it doesn’t come cheap –

- Jonathan Robinson – discovered the ‘fair trade’ model over ten years

environment – isn’t that just good business sense?

the cost is a definite premium over sea food you’ll buy at other retail

ago. This set Robinson on a journey through Africa to source coffee that

stores. But consumers who can afford it will buy it because they want

tastes brilliant, but more importantly offers producers a fair payment for

a guilt-free purchase. These shoppers want the comfort and kudos of

their effort.

being indirect environmentalists. It’s their new comfort food.

The truth is, the cost of doing business in a way
that is not sustainable is unimaginable. Let’s build
sustainable brands – it’s the only journey that
makes sense.

What’s smart about the Woolworths campaign is that aside from

The focus for Robinson is personally sourcing single origin coffee and

being sustainable, it integrates neatly into the retailer’s Masterchef

encouraging sustainability, empowerment and community development.

sponsorship, and its drive to deliver premium, quality produce that’s

Bean There brings the coffee back home, and roasts it at artisanal

fresh.

coffee houses in Jozi and Cape Town.
What this means is that when you drink a cup of the coffee, you’re
not just savouring an exclusive taste experience, but supporting fairly
traded, small batch farming of single origin coffee in places in Africa like
Ethiopia, Tanzania and Kenya.
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discover 8º of cool and supercool at:

“By 2030 solar energy will have the capacity to meet all of our energy needs. The
production of food and clean water will also be revolutionised,” writes Kurzweil
in a piece detailing the future of life for CNN. “If we could capture one part in ten
thousand of the sunlight that falls on the Earth we could meet 100% of our energy
needs, using this renewable and environmentally friendly source.”
“As we apply new molecular scale technologies to solar panels, the cost per watt
is coming down rapidly. Already Deutsche Bank, in a recent report, wrote ’The cost
of unsubsidised solar power is about the same as the cost of electricity from the grid
in India and Italy. By 2014 even more countries will achieve solar ‘grid parity’.’ The
total number of watts of electricity produced by solar energy is growing exponentially,
doubling every two years. It is now less than seven doublings from 100%.”

SALUTE
SUN
to the

With energy costs soaring, and natural resources
under pressure, alternative but sustainable
sources of energy will remain a strong focus for
society.

Called “the restless genius” by The Wall Street Journal and “ultimate thinking
machine” by Forbes, Kurzweil is considered one of the globe’s leading inventors
and futurists. He has a track record of three decades of accurate predictions.
Brand Take Out: Innovation should incorporate investigating energy breakthroughs
and savings for the production cycles. Energy will feature strongly in sustainability

31

planning.

Acclaimed futurist, author and director of
engineering for Google, Ray Kurzweil predicts
that future energy will be solar.

32

GOODNESS
33

The death of Nelson Mandela will instil in South Africans a longing for goodness and for
moral leadership. Mandela’s passing will result in a process of the icon’s ‘deification’
where Madiba’s beliefs and philosophies will be amplified. This will create a yearning
amongst many for a return to principled leadership and a return to values.

Consumers will reward those
brands that do the right thing,
and make value-centred
decisions that are
people-centric.
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Nigeria’s Retail
Deathmatch

Before the world started to take notice of Africa’s ‘cool factor’, before
‘emerging markets’ had become part of the economist’s everyday
lexicon, Ornico made a brave decision to extend its presence into other
African countries. With Nigeria being the economic hub of West Africa, it
was only natural that this should be the first target. Ornico is now active
in 14 countries on the continent.
In 2005, I moved to set up Ornico operations in ‘Naijaland’, which
was—and still is—the biggest economy in West Africa. At first, Lagos
was a bit of a blur for me: the flurry of activity was more than I had
ever experienced, let alone anticipated. It was dizzying but exciting at
the same time. The energy in the people was palpable: the ongoing
business dealings, the crazy traffic, the incessant chatter.
More than seven years later, Ornico has steady operations and
substantial partnerships with many local businesses. Besides the
many lessons learned setting up shop, certain changes in the Nigerian
landscape have been apparent — particularly in the retail space, which
is most exciting for me. Given these changes, could a fully formal
economy be on its way? Whatever happens, Nigeria’s real boom is yet

Online Retail

If you ask any Nigerian national about online retail, they will quickly
tell you it has always been around — for over a decade possibly. And
this is true; but it’s only in the last year or two that it has really taken
off. The general Nigerian populace has only recently become more
open to using online retail, with increasing numbers of local boutiques
opening online stores. There are certain factors that have resulted in
this transformation:
Improved Banking Services
With the ups and downs of the Nigerian banking industry, due to
countless reforms by different governors of the Central Bank of
Nigeria (CBN) — which have lasted over two decades, trust in the
banking system has been very low. Dr. Ngozi Okonjo-Iweala’s return
to the Nigerian government to serve as the Minister of Finance and
Coordinating Minister of the Economy, coupled with the latest reforms

This has been a precarious path, with the public being educated about
money laundering and credit card fraud. Other facilities brought about
by Okonjo-Iweala, Sanusi and their teams include mortgage facilities
for buying property, credit card facilities for stores and personal loans.
Changing the perceptions of the Nigerian banked and unbanked masses
is a long process, and it will be some time before the entirety of the
Nigerian population fully trust their banks.
High Internet Penetration
One of the reasons Nigerians give for their claim that online retail has
been around for a while, is the fact that Nigeria has long had the highest
internet penetration in Africa. Most Nigerians are connected, many
through mobile. For them, online has been a source of news about
politics, entertainment and sports — and also a relatively cheap means
of connecting with their relatives in the diaspora.

from CBN Governor Sanusi Lamido Sanusi, have moved the economy
in the same direction: towards a global standard bank with full credit
facilities.

to be realised, and evangelists should take note.

Nigeria, with its burgeoning middle class of repatriated
professionals, is poised to undergo a sea-change in Retail, as
South African chains enter the high street, to compete with both
the locals and online stores.
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This high level of penetration is the very backbone on which online retail
rests; it also provides an opportunity to engage and interact. For brands,
the challenge has been in packaging their content and merchandise well
enough to encourage consumer participation on that platform.
A Steadily Growing Middle Class
Previously Nigeria was known to have two main population segments:
the super-rich and the poor. This income divide was largely blamed
on the huge brain drain that took place in the country over the past
30 years. It is no wonder that Nigeria is famous for its huge global
diaspora community, many of whom are qualified: doctors, nurses,
engineers etc. But in the last decade there has been a steady trickle
of Nigerian nationals back into the country. Many of the people coming
back are young, economically active professionals seeking to establish
themselves in their homeland. No doubt one thing that is attracting
them back home is the economic turnabout from President Jonathan’s
administration.
These prodigal sons and daughters of Nigeria are some of the people
who now form part of the burgeoning middle class. It’s a middle class
that responds to the same market forces as middle class segments in
other emerging markets: they have great purchasing power, and an
affinity for high quality luxury goods and global standards of living.
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High Street Retail Still the
Mainstay

Although online has taken off, conventional stores are still generally the

The Massmarts and Foschini Groups of this world will continue to grow

mainstay of retail in Nigeria. What struck me, and still strikes me, about

in Nigeria in the upcoming years. They all bring a new dimension of

the West African state’s economy, is the continued growth of informal

products and services to the formal trading environment in Nigeria.

trading. Market stalls, street vending and backyard workshops are

It will be interesting to see how they incorporate local Nigerian

steady income generators for many of the entrepreneurial population.

conventions in clothing, food and other retail services. For instance,

This section of the market is probably going to be the most challenging

Nigerian food is very specific to the Nigerian community — what most

to topple for online retail.

may consider ‘traditional’.

It is also interesting to note the rise in formal trading in the last couple

The emergence of such brands as Nando’s did not cause an upset in

of years. South African brands — Game, Foschini, Truworths, Edgars,

the category at all, but rather opened up another option for consumers.

Milky Lane – have made decisive moves to set up shop in Nigeria, and

Needless to say this ‘new option’ became obsolete as the novelty wore

they are braving the brutal competition posed by informal trade.

off. In clothing, what many term ‘traditional dress’ is not considered
unusual in Nigeria.

Every Friday, everyone dresses traditionally – something akin to

For big brands like Edgars and Game, the opportunity for personal

The Nigerian economy is changing, and the retail sector is one place

Casual Fridays. This clothing style is custom-made by tailors who run

engagement—let alone negotiating for prices—is not possible. There

where one can monitor these changes. The emergence of online trading

businesses in their backyards or small shops in the central business

is a serious need for big brands to find a means to counterbalance this

offers a novel dimension in Nigerian trade. Formal trading is equally

districts. This attire is also generally worn on Sundays for church, at

personal relationship if they are to survive the Nigerian economy. Could

interesting, because for the consumer the choices become widened.

weddings, funerals, parties and other family gatherings.

social media hold the answer?

How these new dimensions affect the status quo in the coming years

It will be interesting to see if the new formal trade outlets consider

Formal trading and online trading command the remaining 10% of the

will be lessons to be learned that will be relevant for the rest of Africa,

entering that market currently dominated by informal traders. If they

market each. Targeting the growing middle class is one sure way of

for years to come.

do, it will be even more interesting to see what kind of partnership

getting ahead; however, whether this will sustain these businesses and

opportunities they conjure up in order to keep that industry active and

give them room to grow remains to be seen.

will create exciting times for the Nigerian retail sector players. And there

continue support for local businesses, formal or not.

Informal Trade Dominates

I am no economist, but I estimate that in the retail sector, informal
trading dominates about 80% of all transactions. Nigerians are used
to the human engagement—with the option of bartering—when they
do business with informal traders. Informal businesses build personal
relationships with their regular customers, and this is where the
challenge lies for formal trading.
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2014-The Year of Retail
CONTRADICTIONS
Global retail branding and sourcing experts, Daymon, offer their global retail trend predictions for 2014 and beyond,
which include these megatrends the group says will impact global retail success. The 2014 trends include:
Big vs. Small:

A Sharing Retail Economy:

The War on Obesity Escalates:

The Redefinition of the Hypermarket

(Megatrend: CONSCIOUS RAISING) – Consumers have figured out that

(Megatrend: B-WELL) – Very soon, we’ll see companies and governments

(Megatrend: CULTURAL ECOLOGY) – In the coming year, we’ll see a

owning bulky, rarely used items is both expensive and unsustainable,

begin to take even more aggressive steps to promote healthier diets, from

notable shift from the hypermarket / supercentre culture we’ve seen in the

resulting in a growing number of sharing, renting and reusing options that

the rise of high-quality “cook and assemble” meals to stricter guidelines such

last decade to a retail landscape where smaller formats prevail, including

will play out in retail concepts and experiences.

as ‘NO GMOs’ becoming the cost of entry in retail.

For example, Rent the Runway allows consumers to rent designer dresses

Employee wellness programs also will become the norm. With an

and accessories for short periods of time. Another service, Rentwant,

increasingly food-aware culture, consumers recognise that obesity is the

The supercentre is not going away, but these smaller formats will become real

connects users with peers, to rent items not constantly being used. This

gateway to other illnesses, and thus contributes to the soaring cost of

category killers, stealing share from the supercentres and mass merchandisers

trend will have significant implications for global retailers in fashion, home

healthcare, so this trend will continue to be front and centre in 2014.

that have triumphed in recent history. This is driven by increasing urbanisation,

improvement and office supply, who must adapt and respond.

dollar stores, convenient superstores, express stores, discounters and small
speciality stores.

a rise in smaller households, and consumers’ changing notion of convenience.
There will be more pressure on bigger formats in the US and globally to create
compelling reasons for shoppers to visit.
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The Kitchen Has Left the House:

Local Becomes ‘Personal’:

Retailers Amplify Branded
Experiences:

(Megatrend: ALWAYS ON) – With shopping trips being more

(Megatrends: YOUniverse, ALL FOR ONE) – The idea of

mission-based and less about stocking up, grocery stores will

“locally-sourced” products will change from foods and products

(Megatrend: JOYment) – The idea of experiential retail is

become the kitchen themselves. With the continued growth

sourced in the immediate area of each market to offerings available

nothing new, but with the amount of cross-channel shopping

of QSR, snacking as meals and component cooking, like

throughout the broader community, city, state and country. It will

and the projected growth of E-commerce, brick and mortar

heat-and-eat (versus cooking from scratch) are on the rise.

be more about personal interaction, authentic experiences and

stores will be forced to provide shoppers with even more unique

How consumers cook and eat will look very different in 2014,

interest versus just geography. In 2013 we saw retailers meet the

experiences, and not just in flagship locations.

including when and where they do it. Retailers will need an

needs of consumers by offering and marketing locally-sourced

even closer relationship with their customers in order to provide

products to more visibly support local and regional businesses,

relevant solutions to meet this growing trend.

and to assure shoppers about food safety. For example, Waitrose
opened its farm shop in the UK to the public, with an emphasis on
locally and regionally-sourced food. Increased internet connectivity
helps consumers regularly engage in global conversations about
ideas, products and preferences. This extends “local” beyond the
boundaries of the USDA definition of “less than 400 miles from
its origin or within the State in which it was produced”, to include
strangers from around the world with whom a personal connection
is made. Think of concepts like Etsy, or Pinterest followers.
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What if Advertising wasn’t something you saw, but
something you used? DAVE DUARTE unpacks digital
marketing and the internet of things.

From Smart Phones to

Smart Things
41

The first phase of digital marketing was about display advertising online. Then marketers
started using search and social data to target that advertising more precisely. That’s where most
advertisers currently are. What comes next is that targeting is hopping off the screen and into the
lives of consumers, from smart phones to smart things. Digital marketing is getting real.
We mostly experience the internet through our various screens — computer, mobile phone, tablet,
and TV. But besides screens there are many other input and output formats for the internet. For
example, using a web-connected plug you can turn home appliances on or off in response to some
online event — like your first tweet of the day, for example. The “Internet of Things” is what we’re
talking about here. And it’s really exciting for marketers and consumers alike.

For example, I recently started using the FitBit Flex step counter. It’s a bracelet with a motion
tracker in it that connects to the internet. I use it to track my daily activity and compete with
other friends who use the device. This is pretty cool, but what is even cooler is that I also earn
Vitality points with my health insurer, Discovery, based on my daily FitBit step count. Discovery
also have a tracker on my car that tells them precisely how well I drive. Now, I don’t open much
commercial email, but because the emails Discovery sends me contain personal data based
on the way I live and act in the world, I don’t hesitate to open that mail every time. I don’t want
email, I want me-mail!
So already we can see how valuable personalised consumer databases can be in marketing, and
many companies are getting into social media for that very reason. But one of the most common
questions anyone who works in social media gets asked is, “What is the value of a Facebook
Like?” Well, I suspect that retailers will soon be able to calculate that figure precisely. Facebook
already uses facial recognition technology that can identify when a picture of a person is posted.
How long until retailers have cameras connected to Facebook’s facial recognition database? It is
only a matter of time before we can start tracking individual shopper
behaviour from social network to store.
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The reigning champion of consumer data collection, Google, is also investing

So rather than virtualising more, the big trend to look out for in 2014 will

in creating physical objects connected to the web - cars, glasses, and now a

be all the cool ways that the internet is used to make real-world objects

debit card. The Google Wallet card will be able to deliver shopper incentives

smarter. For marketers the challenge will be to use this in ways that benefit

at the point of purchase, as well as give consumers and marketers useful

consumers and improve the way people shop rather than simply creating

data about how they shop. They could, for example, find out if you go and

more clutter. And we can finally move from interrupting what people are

make a purchase after seeing an online ad they showed you.

interested in, to being what people are interested in.

Besides these rather serious data-driven examples, I love how ad agencies
are using connected objects to bring advertising to life. I enjoy following the
Joburg Zoo’s “Live Tweeting Badger” that uses web-connected sensors to
send tweets based on what the badger is doing at that moment. I was also
amazed by the British Airways billboard that connects to flight and weather
data to point out where visible planes in the sky are headed to.
This is a new form of advertising that brings together Marketing and Making.
Agencies like R/GA, Inventionist and South Africa’s ThingKing are leading
the way. If Marketing is getting closer to IT through the web, then this
new form will also bridge the gap between Marketing and the heart of the
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business — its products, services and operations.

So rather than virtualising more, the big
trend to look out for in 2014 will be all the
cool ways that the internet is used to make
real-world objects smarter.
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DIGITAL DRIVES
BRAND INTIMACY
MIKE WRONSKI looks at technology trends for marketing in 2014.

45

Technology continues to disrupt marketing, but will enable brands to get closer
to consumers in 2014. The big question will be whether people want marketing
to come any closer.

The digital revolution shows no signs of slowing down, as it continues

Currently the best performing local video content produced by brands

to disrupt entire industries in its wake. The marketing industry is being

is related to experiences that customers care about, including music

disrupted faster than most, as old paradigms of branding, PR and

festivals, cooking classes and celebrity content. One trend is certain

communications change to reflect the empowerment—and constant

– brands are going to create much more branded video content in

connection—of consumers via digital channels. People have access to

2014, and they will allocate larger budgets to ensuring the content is

any information they want, when they want it and on whatever device

professionally storyboarded, produced and edited.

they want it. This has created a highly fragmented landscape that can
be confusing for marketers who aren’t versed in technology trends. My
predictions for 2014 will hopefully help create some order in the digital
chaos.

Branded Video

Applification

Continuing the strong trend of branded mobile and social apps in
2013, brands will keep creating immersive mobile experiences around
highly niche topics and events. DStv’s Remote app, FNB’s Find Steve
Facebook App, or Castle Lager’s Braai Nation app are some interesting

Cited as a high priority gap for brands to capitalise on in the 2014

examples of apps that provide a niche utility value, or have high quality

Social Landscape study by World Wide Worx, engaging video content

entertaining experiences.

should be part of any large brand’s marketing arsenal. With data costs
plummeting and mobile video usage on a sharp incline, a gap exists for

A solid 67% of brands surveyed in the SA social landscape report plan

brands to create original content where a large deficit currently exists

to create mobile apps in 2014. The key to unlocking an app’s success

locally.

is not only in its utility or entertainment value, but how well the brand
connects the app back to its fundamental business proposition.

Content Marketing

Online advertising budgets will continue to increase, with a larger
portion allocated to social media advertising and content marketing.
This follows an international trend, where social media advertising is the
largest growing digital adspend category – 47% of US brands plan on
increasing social advertising budgets in 2014.
Thousands of brands are vying for the attention of consumers who
are content rich, but time poor. The brands that get content marketing
right will be those that create engaging content and digital brand
engagements that linger with consumers long after they’ve experienced
the content. This trend will see brands investing in social data analytics
to understand what content their consumers want. Smart brands will
train their staff to become brand ambassadors — even to the point of
hiring journalists and content experts in-house.
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However, collection and retention of consumer data often operates in a

future, but for now there is a fairly clear separation of functionality

large grey area amidst privacy laws such as the Protection of Personal

between the WhatsApps, 2gos and WeChats; as well as the Twitters and

Information Bill and the CPA. These grey areas will almost definitely be

Facebooks of the world. Brands will try to engage more effectively on

challenged at some point as consumers become more educated about

these IM platforms – as is evidenced by the brands that own portals on

the need for consumer privacy and start pushing back against certain

MXit, which connects to consumers on the Naspers-owned IM platform

data collection practices. Brands that don’t play ball and comply will not

WeChat. Whether consumers will accept brands into this private space

only be penalised, but may have their reputations significantly impacted.

remains to be seen.
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marketers to connect and engage with consumers in optimal ways.
Instant messaging platforms and social networks will blur together in

th

about who their customers are and what they want. It also allows

m

everything in between. This data can paint detailed pictures for brands

visibility.

d

whereabouts, connections, interests, discussions, transactions and

but also due to people wanting greater control over privacy and content

an

exponentially more data will be collected about their personalities,

want a simple, cost effective and quick way of connecting with friends,

As consumers’ lives become more intertwined in the digital space,

tr

messaging has surpassed social network usage. This is because people

M

Consumer Privacy

With over 11-million active WhatsApp users in South Africa, instant

is

Instant Messaging
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SMART TECH:

TRENDS IN 2014
49

1.

The Idiot Box becomes the Smart TV

Smart TVs have been available for a while, but it looks like this year it
will really take off. In SA, those who can afford the bandwidth (and it
is getting faster and cheaper), will look at devices that provide a smart
media centre for the home.
Apple has updated its Apple TV product with a bluetooth keyboard,
making searching that much easier. The Apple ecosystem/operating
system also has potential for voice control, using Siri — the first app
has been released, and there is room for growth.
Samsung of course has gesture control, and the Smart Hub TV interface

LG is working with Gram to build a Smart TV using the webOS interface.

Of course, if you have an XBox, a Nintendo or a Playstation, it can

This may help the company make up for lost ground due to the the lack

also be connected to the internet and serve as a home media centre.

of interest in its Google TV offerings. The new TV will provide services

Suggestions are that these companies will also start providing content —

like Netflix, CinemaNow, Pandora, Vudu, and YouTube.

both Sony and Microsoft have interests in the movie biz, so no doubt they
will start to offer alternatives to Netflix, Hulu, Pandora, et al. The bottom

Google in the meantime is continuing on its own, having launched a

line is that these are systems that will allow the viewer to interact with

service in the UK that learns the user’s patterns of watching, and can

the content and also customise his/her own viewing: more power to the

even show YouTube clips in tandem with Netflix content. Google has

consumer, as well as more opportunities for marketers to get to know

partnered with several manufacturers to create a range of set-top boxes

consumers.

and integrated 3D TVs that feature its preemptive operating system.

has been redesigned for ease of use. Not only TV, but also personal
photos, music, apps and internet are all integrated.
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But the real revolution is happening on the “second screen” - the tablet

It’s an example of the ‘Internet of Things’, as more devices

or phone that’s always nearby. People are splitting their attention more

communicate seamlessly with each other: Fitbit now sells a step-on

and more, using the second screen to look up background information

scale that communicates with your tracker, and syncs with your online

on a show, chat about it on social media, or even buy something

tools to give you a big-picture view of your health and fitness progress.

mentioned in the show. For content providers and advertisers, the big
challenge is going to be capitalising on that trend, and coming up with

It’s estimated that in the next 5 years, between 15 and 30 billion devices

ways to make it work.

will be connected to the web (and each other). The market is expected

2.

to exceed $8.9 trillion.
Google Glass is being rolled out slowly. So slowly, in fact, that a
specialist augmented reality competitor, Vuzix has already launched

Wearable Tech

its own, Android-powered version, the M100. These devices provide
apps for instant photography, videography, video chat and navigation.

The Pebble watch and its Samsung counterpart, the Galaxy Gear, were

The Pebble, with its fitness tracking apps, emulates the success of

Or even a golfing assistance app that gives you pin distance, course

the non-events of 2013, but with new smart watch products coming

the Fitbit, a carryable/wearable device that does just one thing - track

data and scoring information, all without having to take your hands off

from Sony, Microsoft and Apple, it seems that the idea of connected

your movement and energy expenditure. Of course, it does more than

the club. The apps are still rolling in, and if savvy marketers want to

timepieces isn’t entirely dead in the water. Some require to be paired

that, as it integrates with Facebook apps and connects the wearer to

tap into this medium, it’s all up to their imagination: mall map-guides,

with a phone or a tablet, while others seem to be finding it hard to get a

a community of fitness enthusiasts who motivate each other through

comparative pricing, ticket purchasing… it’s virgin territory.

niche.

sharing.
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3D Printing

3.

P@$$w0rd5 are history

popular: mini, multi-purpose manufacturing machines that can make

the way of the telex, and fingerprints, iris recognition, and even voice

things that are useable and useful. It’s a technology to watch, as it’s all

recognition will be the way one unlocks one’s devices.

The costs are coming down and the devices are becoming more

4.

Advances in biometrics mean that text-based passwords are going

part of the ‘maker’ trend that sees everything from beer to chandeliers
being manufactured by cottage industries, using the internet to sell on
a global scale. At this stage 3D printers are ideal for prototyping, or
making short runs of specialised items (including artworks), but as the
technology improves, so too will the applications expand.
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If you’re chasing the “next big thing” you may end up chasing your
own tail, when the answer could be a lot simpler and closer to home.
ANDY GILDER refuses to bark up the wrong tree.
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Writing about digital trends is just about the biggest rookie error anyone

For 2014, I’d like to suggest that we focus on the platforms we already

Social Media – Facebook/Twitter/Mxit/Snapchat — all of those things that

in the industry can make. Digital does not evolve - it mutates, and so

know – let’s improve upon the mediocrity of our established channels,

we do to suck up time when we’re lonely IRL are going to be less important

to try and predict where it is headed before it has happened has left

before we try to hype up a new solution and hope the consumers

to the premium market as 2014 wears on, but more important to our rising

many a ‘digital guru’ looking a little silly when the clocks strike midnight

come running. I’d also like to suggest that 2014 will not see a seismic

middle class. Early adopters have been bored with Facebook for some time

twelve months later. Mary Meeker appears to be the only soothsayer

consumer shift toward the next Facebook, but rather a move to be

now and while it won’t die, brands are going to have to be remarkable if

who proves some sort of exception to this rule, so if you’re in search of

closer to the brands that have entrenched themselves on existing

they plan to market to upper LSM users to get meaningful results.

the exhaustive list of new platforms that are likely to woo the bandwidth

platforms: brands that toil at making the established a better experience

of the Digital West this year, be sure to check out her claims, when her

for the consumers who are already there will win this year.

The opposite will prove true for the mass market brands — social’s high
has yet to evolve to the “come down” stage, so fill your middle market

presentation hits YouTube. As a mere mortal however, I’d rather suggest
your pursuit for 2014 should not be for what’s new, but rather for what’s

We’ve long talked about the ‘digital adoption curve’ – the rate at which

boots while you can and ride that curve till the downward trend comes.

better.

web users become more comfortable doing increasingly complex

Because it will. Or maybe it won’t – I refuse to be drawn into a definitive

activities online – progressing from ‘search’ to ‘socialising’ to ‘banking’ to

answer.

‘e-commerce’.

Now Where Did I Put That

claim in the South African digital context for 2014, but if you come
running to me in 12 months’ time about being wrong, I’ll flat out deny this
article was my handiwork.
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Given that it was my brief, I suppose that I should make at least one

be

a front page feature on those advertising blogs we love to love.

th

consumer.

development team means back slaps at the next awards ceremony and

st

experience, however far down the curve, that much better for the

more likely scenario is that a ‘first to market’ play for an agency or a

A

target market sits on the adoption curve and how best to make that

we’re looking for somewhere our target consumers are headed, but the

y

Brands that will win online will be those that understand where their
We want to be the first to take to something revolutionary, claiming

tr

trends for the coming year.

already discovered, but not yet perfected.

di

socio-economic nature of the country as a whole – that will dictate the

of spending our time crafting and honing our skills on channels we’ve

of

is this dichotomy of users – no prizes for seeing how this mirrors the

apparently preoccupied with what’s next in the digital space, instead

ls

parallel, but at totally different evolutionary points on the curves. It

the likes of Mashable — are annoying. They’re annoying because we’re

ta

In South Africa we’ve got millions of people running this gambit in

be retweeted ad nauseam and summarised into a list of “Ten Things” by

gi

Slideshare presentations about this year’s big trends — the ones that’ll

vo

te

d

th
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CRYSTAL BALL?

BRAND TRENDS - 2014
Social media becomes “old school”, while health and fitness, individual empowerment, and social responsibility emerge as key
themes.” New York based design and brand firm, Landor, outline brand trends for 2014.
Wearable tech is not just for gadget heads. Health-oriented consumers,
and those who use their social media networks for inspiration and
support, embrace technology that would normally appeal to only geeks
and early adopters. Wearable tech will help people create, track, and
achieve their activity and weight management goals in ways that were
previously the domain of costly personal trainers. A circuit “tattoo”
that delivers real-time data to physicians? T-shirts that measure body
temperature and vital signs? The market for wearable and mobile
health-device technology was worth $2 billion in 2011 and is projected
to reach $6 billion by 2016. Brands to watch include Avery Dennison
(Metria Wearable Sensor), AiQ (smart textiles), and Zephyr Technology
(BioHarness BT).

Brands become “enablers” of public service. With

“Second life” packaging becomes first priority. Doing good

governments under financial pressure, brands put their name on more

for the environment still means doing good at the cash register for many

projects that support the public good, rather than stadiums or venues.

brands, so it’s no surprise that packaging with a dual use resonates

Citibank’s New York City bike program gives city-goers a healthier,

with the environmentally conscious and the budget conscious alike by

environmentally friendly mode of transportation.

reducing waste and giving the customer two products in one. A Dutch

Man as “wife.”

company sells lightbulbs whose packaging turns into a lampshade. Lu,
There are more reversed roles in households

and fewer gender-specific brand plays as we shift to an era of gender
equilibrium. Women aren’t the only consumers targeted for skin care
products and baby accessories. Examples include Dove Men+Care,

the French biscuit brand, has introduced a box that becomes a children’s
toy when refolded.

“Clean slate” brands clean up. Consumers are rushing to

a new skin care line for men, and DadGear, a collection of masculine

clean-slate brands, or brands without heritage and history. These brands

bags and accessories designed specifically for dads—which also include

appear newer, better, faster, cleaner, more open and responsive to

compartments for diapers.

consumers versus their old, slow, and untrustworthy brands of the past.
This trend is seen primarily in developed countries as a result of the lack
of trust in big business right now. W Motors, a new luxury car brand in the
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Middle East, is booming even without history behind it. A South African
social messaging app, 2go, has double the number of users compared to
Facebook.

Luxury brands are back and bigger than
ever. Purchasers are gender neutral, and more women will be buying

engagement transitions from being a shiny, new object to being a

their own high-end rewards from cars to jewellery. Luxury brands are

customer service and marketing necessity. With the rise of visual

There will be an intensified focus on values, beliefs, and corporate social

turning their attention to the boomer woman and extending lines to reach

content on social media, brands can increase engagement and inspire

responsibility. Going well beyond the functional and emotional benefits of

this high-potential consumer. Surprisingly, Millennials will be the most

a community of sharing. Social listening allows brands to assess and

products and services, corporate culture will determine brand loyalty. Like

important consumer in this category by 2016. Masculine brands like

identify reach.

Southwest Airlines, that recruits “happy” people, if you recruit the type of

Johnnie Walker are now targeting women, appealing to contemporary

Social media becomes old school.

Social

Brand is as brand does. What brands truly stand

for, not just what they say, will be the deciding factor in increased sales.

people you want, you’ll get the work and brand experience you want.

lifestyles, and having a unisex tone without feminizing the category.
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In a world being redefined by new- and social media, organisations’ reputation
management is going to have to adapt and overcome, or perish.
WADIM SCHREINER offers some guidelines.

Who says size don’t
matter? Trends in Reputation
57

Managing reputational risks today is different from just 20 years ago.

Corporate types know all this, or so they say. But if they really knew,

Technology is the reason for things changing so fast. Information is

Back then, few people in an organisation had any knowledge about

why has nothing really changed in the way they are communicating to

stored, endlessly, everywhere, all the time. It’s available at the push

reputation, and there was little standard corporate governance, non-

their clients and customers? The focus remains on those communication

of a button, but that does not yet mean that it is being consumed,

existent consumer activism or investigative media coverage. Back then,

channels most cost-effective and manageable for large businesses,

and even less that it has an impact. It’s an information overload, and

a few people lost their savings. A few beaches were polluted. A few

rather than most appropriate for their audiences.

making sense of things is the difficult task. This is where the future
of communication lies: providing the necessary context to audiences.

thousand people lost their jobs… which didn’t really matter: the money
was good, the shareholders happy. People were largely incidental.

For many, the transition from simply providing information to actually

Whoever does it best, wins the reputation game.

socially engaging has not yet happened. Empathy and understanding
Things are very different now. For one, corporate greed has cost a few

remain abstracts for most companies. And this is why reputation

Today, we are living in a social communication culture. We communicate

hundred thousand people their savings. People continue losing their

management has become even more complicated and challenging than

when we want, what we want, with whom we want. Mass communication

jobs, with little prospect for new employment. Corporate governance

ever before.

is dead: in advertising, marketing and public relations. ‘Spray-andpraying’ a brand across audiences, in the hope that it sticks somewhere,

procedures are stricter, and some executives have even ended up
in jail. What changed? Well, the scale of corporate greed has simply

Fundamental to the change in communication is the realisation that

is a thing of the past. Reputation is now niched and mixed up, because

become unsustainable. Also, people have become more aware of their

media, the one-stop solution for organisations over the last decades,

societies are no longer simply defined by their economic status, but by

rights, and how to exercise their public voice.

is in a crisis too. Its audiences are moving away or switching off. It’s a

their alliance to ‘communities’.

problem for the industry, but also a problem for businesses. The good
news is, there are more tools available than before, and engaging with
people can be more effective. While not easier and not cheaper, it
lasts longer, the feedback is better and this ultimately leads to better
business.
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Is it strange that residents in a town, being asked to preserve water
during a hot summer month, are more likely to ignore the request when
it comes from the municipality, than when it comes directly from the
neighbourhood association? It’s because people associate themselves
closer with an in-group—in this case their neighbours/the association—
than an abstract, overarching structure such as a municipality. The
greater afﬁliation one feels with a group, the more likely one is to value
and adopt ‘group goals’. In the above case, one has to weigh up a selfcentric approach of taking a long shower at any time and having a pretty
garden, against the group-centric approach of showering at specific times
and nursing a dry patch of land in the backyard. The stronger and more
concrete afﬁliation with the local neighbourhood ultimately inﬂuences
one’s ﬁnal decision to either co-operate or not.
Reputation management has always worked that way, but with greater
choices and more diversified audiences, it is just more difficult. I have
come up with a top ten list of ‘Things to Consider When Managing
Reputation in the Future’. They’re not in any order of importance — they
are all equally important.
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1. Me. Audiences are no longer grouped according to LSM’s or

4. Understanding. People would like to be spoken to in

with various communities of interests. What do they have in common?

legalese or politically correct clap-trap. It requires the brand to know the

Where do they differ? What do they really care about? Brands these days

level of knowledge and understanding of the community and to engage

must know much more than just household income, race and geographic

appropriately.

similar socio-economic groups. They are social individuals, engaging

location.

a tone and language that is appropriate to them. Simple, easy – not

5. Honesty. A no-brainer... but if it is such a no-brainer, why is

2. Now. Information is no longer pushed, it is pulled. Whenever

it not practiced more often? Someone, somewhere knows if you have

needed. If it is not available, the opportunity to engage is lost (forever).

lied. Sooner or later, the truth will come out. A record exists, and is kept,

He who has the right information at that specific time, wins. It might not

forever.

be the best information, but the most relevant at that time. It’s a time
game.

3. Here. People only care about the things that are relevant to

them. What happens in my community matters more than people dying in
a foreign country. If you, the brand, are not here, part of my community,
why should I care about you?

6. Empathy. It’s about really understanding the issues, the pain,

the anger. Not just pretending to care. Visible, demonstrable and ongoing
empathy goes a long way towards reputation building these days. (It
always did, by the way.)
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manage your reputation any more.

of

it’s hard to earn, but easy to lose.

as

Finally, there’s one aspect of reputation that will not change in the future:

effort, not less. It requires more money, not less. The same three people

W
ad

channels, more people, less interest and more clutter. It requires more
who managed the relationships with ten newspapers in the past cannot

hr

way.

ug

those of my community. If you want me to trust you, engage with me - my

on

thinks, or what your ad/PR agency tells me. I trust my experiences, and

other’s experiences.

ei

what my immediate friends, my community thinks than what anyone else

rather don’t promise. Remember item 7: people share and trust each

ga

‘One size fits all’ is dead. Long live Customisation. I care more about

the actual experience, it’s all over. If you can’t match the experience,

th

matters. But it’s the smaller the better. Know many smaller groups better.

reputation management in the future. If the expectation does not match

9. Effort. Communication is more difficult. We have more

ou

Let me put the future of reputation management in a nutshell: size

is

8. Experience. This is perhaps the most critical aspect of

an

be, the most valuable commodity in the future of communication.

d

ys

awareness, yet local caringness’.

al

solutions, see item 6. Peer-recommended content is, and will increasingly

an

somewhere has done it before. Communication today requires ‘global

is

10. Global. There are few things that are truly unique. Someone,

response to an emotional concern only aggravates the situation. For

lth

7. Sharing. Communication is about emotions. A rational

60

“The most serious mistakes are not being made as a result of wrong
answers. The truly dangerous thing is asking the wrong question.”
- Peter Drucker
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Tsunami is coming!
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There is a revolution around the corner facing PR and communications
professionals, as modern, more reliable effectiveness measurement
standards are introduced. FRANCOIS VAN DYK, Head of Operations at
Ornico, examines the nascent changes.

Barcelona, the second largest city in Spain and capital of the autonomous

Born of frustration with the traditional—and crude—system of

Seven basic principles of measurement were identified and accepted:

Catalonia region, conjures up romantic and exotic images. From the great

Advertising Value Equivalency (AVE), traditionally used to measure

1. The importance of goal setting and measurement

Catalan architect Antoni Gaudí’s Roman Catholic basilica, La Sagrada

communications effectiveness, the participants at the summit outlined

2. Measuring the effect on outcomes is preferred to 		

Familia (a UN world heritage site), to its beautiful beaches, which list the city

the way forward: to develop a set of standard principles for identifying

as number one by National Geographic in its top ten city beaches. And let’s

the true value of communications activities.

3. The effect on business results can and should be 		

AMEC (The International Association for Measurement and Evaluation of

4. Media measurement requires quantity and quality

measured where possible

not forget its famous Barcelona Football Club! This city has been a centre of
activity for more than 2,000 years.

measuring outputs

Communication) and the IPR (Institute for Public Relations) initiated these

5. AVEs are not the value of Public Relations

It also happened to be the place where communications and Public

efforts. Many proposed principles were then reviewed and refined by delegates

6. Social Media can and should be measured

Relations measurement changed forever, when the globe’s foremost

from more than 30 countries — including members from AMEC, the Public

7. Transparency and replicability are paramount to sound 		

communications experts adopted the Barcelona Principles of PR

Relations Society of America (PRSA), the Global Alliance for Public Relations

Measurement in 2010. The 2nd European Summit on Measurement may

and Communication Management, the IPR Measurement Commission and

not have been memorable for the local Catalonians, but it’s certainly a

the International Communications Consultancy Organization (ICCO). This

What was clear was that it would take a great deal of effort to promote

momentous occasion in the history of PR and communications.

was a concerted, industry-wide effort to bring professional standards and

these values and educate practitioners as well as clients as to the true

consistency to PR measurement.

value these principles represented.

measurement
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In preparation for a PR Measurement Summit held in March 2013 in

The research further highlighted that 66% of practitioners believed

Just how far South Africa appears to be trailing global opinion was

Washington, DC, Ragan Communications and Nasdaq OMX did a global

that the lack of an industry standard to measure the value of Public

evidenced at several AVE workshops held in August 2013. Looking

survey on measurement amongst 1,500 Public Relations professionals

Relations was a huge frustration. Interestingly enough though, was that

for a standardised online AVE, online monitoring company Brandseye

— with very interesting results.

62% believed there could not be a standard, as PR programmes differed

initiated workshops, facilitated by independent consultant Taryn Walker,

too much and all had unique and different objectives.

with participation by industry experts and brands in Cape Town and
Johannesburg. It showed a definite divergence of thoughts with the

Though 66% of respondents were not even aware of the Barcelona
Principles, only 32% of respondents continued to use the unpopular

Certainly international practitioners are taking notice of the importance

Cape Town participants very willing to adopt a standard methodology to

Advertising Value Equivalency (AVE) to measure communications

of providing true measurement, and by June 2013, when the 5th AMEC

calculate online AVE, while Johannesburg participants mostly rejected

activity. Many did so reluctantly, under pressure from clients.

summit on measurement took place in Madrid, membership of the body

developing a standardised online methodology – citing the obvious

had grown to represent practitioners in more than 40 countries. The

issues with AVE in traditional media. A subsequent survey done as part

biggest priority identified by attendees at the Madrid event was the

of the workshops however showed that less than half (47.8%) of the

importance of educating the industry and brands globally, to adopt and

respondents believed it necessary to measure online marketing efforts

refine the principles into standards and guidelines for measurement.

in terms of rand value.
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What is clear, is that a major drive is necessary to get the South

2014 will see new measurement standards based on the Barcelona

AVE remains popular because it is a very easy, albeit inaccurate, metric. It

African Public Relations and communications industry up to speed

principles gaining momentum with the top five global PR agencies

is easy to equate an agency’s monthly retainer to an AVE target – but high

with the global industry. It is difficult to get rid of old habits, but should

committing to a major initiative to introduce these new standards for

advertising value media is targeted, which could be totally irrelevant for

meaningful analysis and measurement not be adopted, the local industry

their clients.

the client’s target market. Add a multiplier, and AVE targets can easily be
achieved, with little or no actual effect on the intended audience.

could soon have all their efforts being questioned by international, and
subsequently local brands and clients.
It is crucial to keep an eye on international developments, as

Interest in true communications measurement has grown to such an
extent that the next AMEC conference in June 2014 will, for the first

Real measurement requires looking at each individual activity and the

time, not be a “European summit” but an “international summit”.

costs involved versus the return on investment received (ROI), and each
may require its own measurement parameters and formulas.

the following issues will become a major part of any successful
communicator’s future:

2. There is no “silver-bullet”
Alas, the will not be a magic formula to replace vanity measurements

1. The measurement wave is coming

like AVEs and its uglier cousin PR Value - which relies on multiplying

The USC Annenberg’s Generally Accepted Practices (GAP) for Public

AVEs due to a higher perceived level of editorial credibility.

Relations study found that spending on communication measurement

Measurement gurus Mark Weiner and Don Bartholomew, in their 2006

increased from 4% to 9% as part of US PR budgets between 2009 and

paper “Dispelling the Myth of PR Multipliers and Other Inflationary

2012. This was despite 80% of practitioners indicating that the overall

Audience Measures”, argue that utilising multipliers is hurting the

PR budgets remained flat or even decreased. As William Thomson,

credibility of the PR profession.

1st Baron Kelvin, the 19th century mathematical physicist and engineer
famously said, “If you cannot measure it, you cannot improve it.”
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3. Complex measurement will be simplified

It is crucial that communicators learn and incorporate the accounting

The successful and thriving communications experts of the (near) future

As the new measurement principles are quite complex, ways will be

language, so as to explain the utmost importance of marketing and its

will be those who can connect their efforts directly to the business

found to simplify measurement methodologies and reporting. The

various fields to the management of an organisation. Obvious starting

results; in other words, the bottom line.

fundamentals are that a specific communications goal must be set, and

points are turnover, cost-of-sales, expenses, net profit etc.

measurement criteria identified, to determine the success or failure of
the communications activity. Outcomes are of utmost importance – i.e.

These all have financial attributions, which is the lingua franca of the

Did the audience buy more of the product? Did they have increased

accountants and senior management of organisations. According to

brand awareness? — and so on. Outputs, for instance the number of

Christopher Boyer, a renowned US digital marketing specialist, the

media items published, Facebook likes, Twitter followers etc. become

success of marketing, advertising and Public Relations comes down

less important.

to certain key performance areas, including: Behavioural — getting
consumers to act; Attitudinal — changing people’s perceptions; and
Financial – increasing the bottom line.
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VISUAL CREDITS
Pg 07 – Contributors: Sketch of robot by Sean McMenemy licensed for

Pg 16 – Meaning: Waiting for the sun by DamienHR, licensed for

commercial use through Creative Commons.

commercial use through Creative Commons.

Pg 09 – 10 Trends: Photo of Prada at Harrods, London by Schwenke,

Pg 16 – Meaning: Volcano island by Klearchos Kapoutsis, licensed for

licensed for commercial use through Creative Commons.

commercial use through Creative Commons.

Pg 10 – 10 Trends: Photo of Michael Kors on TV, London by I stole the

Pg 22 – Truth: Paper robot by Robert Ckoe, licensed for commercial use

TV, licensed for commercial use through Creative Commons.

through Creative Commons.

Pg 15 – Materialism: Photo of Ralph Lauren store, by Suzan Black,
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